
WHY THE AUSTIN REGION?
Austin is a one-of-a-kind place that defies stereotypes. It is
progressive and fiercely entrepreneurial; pro-business and
pro-environment; easy going and hardworking.

Austin’s culture of innovation and creativity is on display
every day in “the Live Music Capital of the World.” Our
international presence continues to grow, as visitors from all
over the world convene in Austin to participate in events such
as SXSW, Formula 1 United States Grand Prix, and Austin
City Limits.

QUALITY OF LIFE
As a gateway to Texas’ famed Hill Country, our gorgeous
natural setting offers abundant sunshine and plenty of
opportunities to get outdoors for fitness, recreation and
relaxation. The Austin region is home to miles of cycling and
running trails, rock climbing, river rafting and kayaking, and
top ranked golf courses. Why do so many smart, creative
and successful people and companies call Austin home? It's
more than a great place to work and do business. On top of
our thriving economy, we offer unmatched quality of life – for
all kinds of people. That unique and engaging Austin
character is built on a solid foundation. We're a community
that offers a safe environment, solid schools, healthy and
charming neighborhoods, and big-city amenities at a small-
town pace. It's no wonder so many people come to Austin
"temporarily" ... and end up staying. 

Austin

Our gorgeous natural setting, in one of America's most
unique landscapes, offers plenty of opportunities to get
outdoors for fitness, recreation and relaxation.

But if you're more the indoor type, we've also got a world-
famous live music scene and equally exciting happenings in
the creative and performing arts. In Austin, it's easy to make
a habit out of having fun. As Austin takes its place among
the world's leading cities, our cultural vitality and lifestyle
assets continue to grow. And you can always find your place
in Austin – making friends and getting what you want out of
life.

Among the region's strong assets is the Central Texas
workforce, representing one of the most educated talent
pools in the country. In the Austin metro, 46.6% of adults
have at least a bachelor's degree, compared to 32.6%
nationally, putting Austin in the top 10 among the largest
metros. The region benefits from over 50 colleges and
universities and 400,000 enrolled students within a 100-mile
radius. Our growing workforce is young and eager, with a
median age that is over four years younger than that of the
rest of the nation.

EDUCATION OVERVIEW
Highly rated elementary and secondary schools contribute
to both quality of life and beginnings of exceptional labor
pools to come. Austin area households enjoy diverse
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The Austin region, known as the “Human Capital,” has
developed a diverse, creative, and innovative ecosystem
that has many different layers. We are home to
entrepreneurs, startups, growing companies, and tech
giants. It is impossible to convey everything that makes
our region special and contributes to our unique way of
life. 

Our economy is thriving Texas consistently ranks as one
of the nation’s most favorable business climates based on
its low tax burden and competitive regulatory environment.
Texas features no personal income tax, and overall the
state has one of the lowest state and local tax burdens in
the nation, ranking 38th among the 50 states in taxes paid
per $1,000 of personal income. Texas consistently places
as one of the best states for business in numerous
rankings.

COST OF LIVING
Texas consistently ranks as one of the nation's most
favorable business climates based on its low tax burden
and competitive regulatory environment. In Texas,
aggregate costs for real estate, energy, wages and taxes
are below most states in the country. Texas features no
personal or corporate income tax, and overall the state
has one of the lowest state and local tax burdens in the
nation, ranking 30th among the 50 states in taxes paid per
capita and ranking 36th in taxes paid per $1,000 of
personal income.

Compared to other major business centers, Austin is well
known for offering affordable living. The National
Association of Realtors reports that the median home
price in Austin was $488,600 in 2021 while the national
median was $353,400. The National Association of Home
Builders, which also produces median home price
estimates, has a narrower difference between Austin and
the nation. Their first quarter 2022 estimate for Austin is
$449,000 and the national estimate is $365,000. NAHB
estimates that 46.9% of homes sold in Austin are
affordable to households earning Austin's median family
income, while the national affordability rate is 56.9%.

TRANSPORTATION
Three of the nation's 10 largest cities – Houston, San
Antonio and Dallas – are no more than three hours away.
Laredo, major port of entry from Mexico is four hours
away. State highway 130, is one of several recently
completed roadway improvement projects speeding goods
and traffic flow through Austin, connects to I-35 north of
Georgetown and to I-10 east of San Antonio.

options in education, including 29 public school districts,
27 charter school districts, and over 100 private schools. 
The University of Texas and 26 other public and private
universities and colleges with a combined enrollment of
nearly 180,000 provide an ample supply of well-educated
workers to area employers. Within 200 miles of Austin,
an additional 95 four-year colleges and universities enroll
over 422,000 students. Nearly 45% of Austin area
residents age 25 and over hold a bachelor's degree.

MUSIC
Live music, and music in many other forms, is
everywhere in Austin. Musicians play in everything from
grocery stores (Central Market, Whole Foods) to city
council meetings. They play outdoors at the Blues on the
Green series and at festivals: Austin City Limits and
South by Southwest you've likely heard of, but there's
also Urban Music Festival, Old Settler's Music Fest, the
Pecan Street Festival and many more worth checking
out. Mostly, you'll find Austin musicians at clubs,
coffeehouses, bars, taquerias, auditoriums and concert
halls - and with more than 250 live music venues, it can
be intimidating knowing where to start.

ART, RECREATION & ENTERTAINMENT
Our gorgeous natural setting, in one of America's most
unique landscapes, offers plenty of opportunities to get
outdoors for fitness, recreation and relaxation. But if
you're more the indoor type, we've also got a world-
famous live music scene and equally exciting happenings
in the creative and performing arts. In Austin, it's easy to
make a habit out of having fun.As Austin takes its place
among the world's leading cities, our cultural vitality and
lifestyle assets continue to grow. Sure, the city is always
changing, but it's usually changing for the better. And you
can always find your place in Austin – making friends and
getting what you want out of life.

BUSINESS & INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
Austin hosts a major technology cluster, with industry
giants like Dell, Advanced Micro Devices, Intel, 3M, IBM,
Samsung, NXP Semiconductors, and National
Instruments. Austin’s growth is fueled by strong
competitive advantages: a highly skilled workforce,
modern infrastructure, and international connectivity. 

The University of Texas at Austin, a world-class research
institution and one of the largest universities in the
nation, is a major contributor to Austin’s highly educated
workforce and creative sector, graduating 12,000
students annually. The city known for “weird” is wired as
well, as Google Fiber and AT&T deploy Gigabit-speed
internet in Austin. 
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